Dear Sir/Madam,
Hope this email finds you well. On behalf of his excellency Dr. Mohammed bin Daina and in reference to the above subject, find below the inputs of the Kingdom of Bahrain over the provided queries

What would your government/organization/stakeholders, welcome as the most important elements and/or key message from the ministers in the declaration to address the theme in an impactful manner?
1. An enhanced global partnership among all countries to strengthen actions for nature.
2. Stronger engagements from the private sector, and better measures and action towards protecting nature.
3. Common but differentiated responsibilities necessitates the developed countries to facilitate technology transfer and also to assess developing countries in building capacity within the fields of environment protection and nature conservation.
4. Greater technical support by UNEP/UN bodies to governments in their quest to diversify their economies and achieve the Sustainable Development Goals

How can the Environment Assembly make a significant contribution to Strengthening Actions for Nature to Achieve the Sustainable Development Goals at a Global Scale? In doing so, you may take into account the preparation for the meeting, its conduct and follow up, as well as its relationship to other meeting and processes..

1. Strengthening up the following up process post to Environmental Assembly, by conducting intermittent online meetings for member states and stakeholders, to enlighten on progress made on decisions and finding addresses at UNEA.
2. Create a platform that allows member states to follow-up on projects and plans that reflects executions/implementation of UNEA decisions.